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PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT?

• The development model, neoliberalism or global capitalism, promotes an
international division of work in geografic areas, generating specialization
in the production in the world.

Despite that, this model has generated an inequal development in the
planet. We are talking about inequal geographies (acoording to Davis
Harvey) where certain spaces in the planet reach the so called
development while other areas are exploted and poverty grows.



• Re-primarization of periferic economies centered in extraction and growing
production of oil derivates.

• Precarization and flexibilization of work, which guarantees cheap hand work
with an offshore mode (production branches located in poor regions where
production cost and social demandings and environmental policies are
weak)

• Economy based in production and exportation of raw material. Since1980
to 2007, Ecuador exports more material than what it imports. This have
deap consecuenses in the environment (sometimes in a social level too)
which cost is not included in the price of the product.

• The development model implies growth but not redistribution or
democratisation of economic, social or cultural resourses.



• As almost every issue, the problem of this model is related to the global
power. This is a global eco-politic issue and it must be thought in global
terms – without taking away state’s responsabilities- as well as in politic
terms.

• It is in the global politics where this model has to be discussed because we
are talking about an structural problem.



WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

“A development that answers to the need of the 
present without compromising the ability of the 
future generations to answer in these needs "



4 pillars of Sustainable Development

For the development to be sustainable should be taken into consideration
the present and future needs of:

• Environment: an awareness of resources and

the fragility of the physical environment

• Economy: a sensitivity to the limits and potential of economic growth and
its impact on society and on the environment

• Society: an understanding of social institutions

and their role in change and development

• Culture: ways of being, relating, behaving, believing, and acting which
differ according to context, history and tradition -- as an underlying
dimension
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Definition of the concept of ENVIRONMENT

“All the interaction between natural,phisical
and alive “components” on wich man has an
impact stronger and stronger”

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT



ENVIRONMENT 

In developed countries natural spaces are “under the power” of the main 
activities and of the consequences of industrialization.

But it doesn’t mean that we have to forget to take care about our
environment.

The worry for environment appeared in 70’s years to

o Fight against the impact of industrial sector on humain health.

o Protect natural spaces.
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ENVIRONMENT IS NOT 

SYNONYMOUS OF

-NATURAL SPACES

-OPEN AIR

Working on the issue

Environment doesn’t mean

working with and in the

Sector of Nature.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

4 Pillar of classification to define

ENVIRONMENT ISSUE:

1. Prevention and Treatment of Pollutions 
and their risks

2. Management of the territory and taking in 
consideration how to get better our life’s 
style

3. Nature’s Protection and Management of
natural resources

4. Management of “Social environment”

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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PREVENTION AND TRAITMENT OF POLLUTION 
AND RISKS

 Technologic risks

 Energy

 Air

 Noise

 Water

 Waste

 Depuration

 Health

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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MANAGEMENT OF TERRITORY/TAKING IN 
CONSIDERATION HOW TO GET BETTER OUR 

LIFE’S STYLE

 Urbanism

 Landscapes and ground areas

 Management and structuration of the

territory

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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NATURE’S PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

 Flore

 Nature

 Water eco-system

 Faune

 Agriculture

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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MANAGEMENT OF 

“SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT”

 Sensibility and changes of human behaviour

 Communication

 Rights and laws

 Economy of environment

 Politic

 Tourism and environment

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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PETROLEUM EXTRACTION

• The petroleum consumption is growing in the world. In 1997 the
international market demanded 3.376 millions tons of oil every year
and 2,3 mil millions of cubic meters of natural gas. Until 2007 the
demand grew to 4.000 millions and 2,8 mil millions respectively.

• In Ecuador, the petroleum consumption has growth from 139,97
thousand barrels per day in 2001 to 157 thousand barrels in 2007.



THE COST

• Each barrel of petroleum generates 0,48 toneladas métricas of C02
according to official figures.

• The 550.000 barriles exploted each day generates 264.000 toneladas
métricas of CO2 daily.

• The opening and drilling of oil in average generates 10 hectars of
deforestation, 100 trucks full of garbage and 600 of cubic centimiters of
liquid waste. The real cost of a petroleum barril is 1 000 000 instead of 40
to 100 USD in the international market.



• Almost all the Amazon territory is under asocaition contracts under which
it is alouded exploration and extraction of petroleum.

• 85% of energy consumption in Ecuador depends on oil.

• National economy depends on petroleum



• In just 50 years the sintetic materials consumption grew from 0 to
200 million tons each year.

• The plastic industry in Ecuador was created in 1960 an it keep on
growing beacause of the imposition of desechable culture which
includes technology, clothes, etc. It promotes de replacement of
posetions even if they are still new.

• Consumis creates a number of artifitial needs. Market modificates
human behaviour through marketing and publicity.



• Ecuador produces in average 7.423 tons of solid waste every day. Only 15% 
receives treatment.

• The risk of oil contamination in the sea is estimated to be 200.000 galons
of oil each year.



ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

• Despite environmental alarms emited by the Intergubernamental Panel of
Global Warming, year by year the exploration, explotation and consume of
oil keeps on growing in the world. Petroleum is like a “drug” to which
capitalism is adict.



• Industry generates 2.500 million tons of CO2 every year, cars
generates 1.500 millions.

• Most of this emitions are originated in developed countries.

• The emition of air pollution is espected to grow between 2000 and
2030 from 40 to 110%.

• 2/3 parts will be emited in developed countries.



THE CONSECUENCES

• Extintion of natural resources (ech day 10 species desapear, 20 000 every
year. 

• The damage of fertil lands (deforestation, waste, drought, clean water).

• Global warming (accelerated melting of the poles, sea level growth). 



• Ecuador posess a great geografic, biological and ethnic diversity in a
realtively small territory (256.370 km2).

• It is between the 17 megadiverse countries and it is the most diverse if the
numer of species per surfaces is considered (0.017 species/km2). 3 times
more than Colmbia and 21 times more than Brazil.



• The Environmental Ministery reported in 2009 40 Protected areas. This
ocupate 19% of the national territory. It should be 32% to maintain the
biodiversity.

• 97% of Galapagos Ilands are protected.





• There is a clear reduction in the area of the country's natural and
accelerated degradation and fragmentation of the landscape due to the
change in land use. For 2001 it is estimated that the continental
vegetation cover was 138,716 km2, it is 55% of the total of their potential





• Do not remove the oil from Yasuni. Keep it underground

• Channel resources from the symbolic sale of crude not extracted

• Create a capital fund, that can grant permanent income

• Develop a model with those funds self-sufficient (zero emissions, zero 
waste) food production and supply of energy for a post oil phase

• For the historically impoverished countries, while slower the transition to 
a post oil economy, the greater the inequality gap and more costly the 
change. 



SUMAK KAWSAY-THE GOOD LIVING

• Principle of shared responsibility, individuals, communities,
people and nationalities, various private sectors, social
community and the general public should care for and protect
nature.

• Living an exercise of sustainability of life and life cycles.



• The new constitutional framework intends to institutionalize the
prevention and precaution in the prospect of natural heritage beyond the
known resources to see and exploit.

• The responsibility for treating water and biodiversity as a strategic asset is
a challenge for the country's public policies.



EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENTS

• Social Justice

• Balanced Environment (incorporating good practices of responsible 
production and consumption)

• Political participation (it is elementary to build a political subject in 
globalization)

• Fight for gender equality that challenge the patriarchal structure of our 
civilization and to rethink roles and hierarchies.



Environment and responsible consumption

How responsible consumption is linked with 
Environmental Pillar ?

Our consumption’ habits have a direct impact on the
problems of Sustainable Development.

Responsible consumption, it is an act to do in the everyday
life to promote sustainable development:

• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions,

• Protect the biodiversity, to facilitate respectful working
conditions of the human being...

How to consume to influence in a positive way these
various stakes?



CATEGORIES  
linked to responsible consumption

1. TRANSPORTS

2. FOOD

3. ENERGIES

4. WATER

5. ECO AND SOLIDARITY TOURISM

6. COSMETIC

7. CLOTHES

8. HABITAT
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Responsible consumption in France

Analysis of each cathegories on wich pay
attention to be responsible and to support

sustainable development
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• Transports:

The transportation sector is greatly responsible
for the increase in energy consumption in
France and for emissions of pollutants and
greenhouse gases. It currently accounts for
29% of these emissions compared to only
13% in 1960, with consumption by this
sector nearly doubling since 1973. Road
transportation is by far the leading culprit,
accounting for 81% of the energy consumed
by all means of transportation combined.

Only 10% of French people use public
transportation every day, and 50% don’t
even use them. But with the increase of the
price of petrol, train is used 20% more, and
airplane is less and less used on the French
territory.

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRAN

TRANSPORT

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRANCE

TRANSPORT
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• IMPACT OF TRANSPORTS ON 
ENVIRONMENT

• The residual of combustion damage the air 
and our health: irritation of the respiratory 
system (nitrogen oxides), risks of cancers. 
Then there is also the noise, because the 
ground transport are responsible for 80 % of 
the noise pollutions. At the collective level 
the Plan of Urban Dislocation aims at 
making compatible needs of dislocation and 
the health. With some measures: decrease 
of the road traffic, development of 
alternatives. But all this has to come along 
with modifications of the individual 
behaviour.

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRAN

TRANSPORT

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRANCE

TRANSPORT
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• HOW TO ACT?

• I do the priority to common transports for 
my transfers

• Car is not the best way to circulate in the 
city. The public transports are cheaper; the 
cost of the use of a car is 20 times more 
expensive than using public transports. Les 
bus  emit 2 time less of CO 2 than cars and 
the tramway 100% electric doesn’t emit any 
pollution in the air and spread 10 times less 
of energy than a car.

• ANALYSIS OF EACH  
CE

•

• ANALYSIS OF EACH  
CATHEGORY IN FRANCE

• TRANSPORT
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• I prefer go on foot or by bike

• We usually choose car to go doing shopping even if we 
don’t have to transport heavy things and we take car to 
do short distance. It’s better to use bike and go on foot 
because it’s good for our health too.

• I drive paying attention to some rules

• If i have to use car I try to drive in “eco-way”. I don’t 
run, I don’t use the air-conditioner. And above all I try 
to travel with lot of people in the car, the “car-pooling” 
is the best solution even to go on holyday by car so to 
do long distances. c. Car pooling: It’s a shared use of a 
car by the driver and one or more passengers. It is 
quite common in France, and you can find a data base 
of different people going from a place to another on 
many different websites

• http://www.carpooling.com/carpooling_france_countr
y.html

• http://www.covoiturage.com

• http://www.easycovoiturage.com,

• I use a car that has a less impact on environment

• I benefit of the ecologic bonus if my car emit no more 
than 130 g of co 2 / km

TOOLS FOR EQUAL 
SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRAN

TRANSPORT

ANALYSIS OF EACH  CATHEGORY IN 
FRANCE

TRANSPORT

http://www.carpooling.com/carpooling_france_country.html
http://www.carpooling.com/carpooling_france_country.html
http://www.covoiturage.com/
http://www.easycovoiturage.com/
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Measures by Grenelle Environnement

• 20 % decrease of the emissions of Co 2 in 
sectors of transport before 12 years

• Priority in the rail, in the public 
transportation and in waterways. 

• Bus lines and tram1500 km more from here 
to 10 years.

• development of the “coivaturage” and the 
“autopartage”.

• definition of a national program of eco-
driving. 

• Give an advantage to car few emitting of 
CO2 with a system of bonus / surcharge

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

TRANSPORTS
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• Water

• If water covers 72 % of the surface of the earth, the 
fresh water is a rare resource. It indeed represents less 
than 3 % of the water of the planet, among which only 
0.3% a 1 % is fit for consumption human! The drinking 
water is a rare resource that each of us can economize 
every day by simple acts.

• How to act?

• I try to economize water

• There are some devices simple and cheap allowing to 
realise important economies of water in everyday life. I 
provide my faucets reducing debits, which makes me 
economize till 40 % of water, and I opt for systems of 
the flush for two debits, allowing me reducing the 
volume of water used about 15 litre a day for a home 
of two persons. I choose electro household appliance 
devices according to their water consumption and to 
energy.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

WATER
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• I pay attention on the fleaks

• A flow drop by drop of water spread more 
than 3500 litres of water a year. I make re-
adorn faucets and flushes which run away 
and waste several tens of litres by days.

• I prefer shower to bath

• Shower is more tonic and hygienic than bath 
and it spend from 50 to 80 litres of water 
against 150/300 litres of bath’s water. Taking 
a shower i economize the water and the 
energy too to eat the water.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

WATER
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• ENERGY

• ADME is the French Environment and 
Energy Management Agency which is an 
industrial and commercial public agency, 
under the joint supervision of French 
Ministries for Ecology, Sustainable 
Development and Spatial Planning (MEDAD) 
and for Higher Education and Research. 

•

• Mission: encouraging, supervising, 
coordinating, facilitating and undertaking 
operations with the aim of protecting the 
environment and managing energy.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
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• France faces an energy import dependency close 
to average EU levels, with the majority of 
imports being oil. The share of gas, also 
imported, has been steadily increasing in recent 
years. Electricity production in France is 
dominated by nuclear energy which amounts 
approximately to 77 % (2007) and hydropower. 
Renewable energy sources (RES) such as biomass 
and hydro, participate to a significant extent to 
the energy mix. However, France is developing 
policies aimed at a more diversified mix 
increasing wind and photovoltaic electricity, solar 
energy for heat and biofuels. France has the 
second biggest potential in the EU in terms of 
wind energy and a very good potential in terms 
of solar and geothermal energy. All Renewable 
energy sectors have featured in 2007 significant 
growth rates. Despite these growth rates, the 
share of renewable energy in the energy mix 
does not increase as energy demand has been 
growing steadily. 

•

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
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KEY FIGURES 

• - The share of RES in total primary energy 
consumption was of 6.9 % in 2007.

• - The share of RES in the final energy 
consumption was 11% in 2007.

• - The share of RES in the gross inland 
electricity production was 13 % in 2007. 

• - The share of all biofuels in the transport 
sector in 2006 was 3.57 % in 2007. 

• - France’s energy dependence on imports 
amounted to 50.4 % in 2007.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
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• National Commitments
• The 2005 French Energy law laid down the basis of 

French energy policy: 
• - 10 % of the energy consumption should come 

from renewable energy sources by 2010 
• - 50 % increase of renewable heat (which in the end 

should amount to 10Mtoe in 2005) 
• - 5.75% by the end of 2008, 7 % biofuels

incorporated in 2010 and 10% in 2015. In 
September 2005, the Prime Minister presented 
measures to encourage the production of biofuels. 
The objective to incorporate biofuels at 5.57% 
initially anticipated for 2010 was expected to be 
attained in 2008. 

• In addition, some of the measures envisaged by the 
“grenelle de l’environnement commitments »:

• - In new buildings, new energy performance norms 
have to apply to public and tertiary buildings 
(primary energy consumption not exceeding of 
50kWh/m2/ year in average) by 2010 and to all 
buildings by 2012. A “Positive energy building” 
norm for all building will enter force by 2020. 

• - Existing buildings: a decrease of 38 % of the 
energy consumption of the existing building stock 
will have to be achieved by 2020. 

• - A target of 30% low energy farms by 2013. 

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
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• Promotion of renewable energies:

• In France, electricity from renewable sources is promoted 
through price regulation in terms of a feed-in tariff and 
fiscal regulation. On the regional level, renewable energy
is promoted through subsidies.

Raising awareness:

• Set up by ADEME in 2001 as part of the national plan to 
improve energy efficiency (PNAEE), the network of Energy 
Information Centres (EICs) has been developed with local 
partnerships to offer the general public an information 
service on saving energy, rational use of energy and 
renewable energies.

• The work of the EIC mainly comprises two types of 
activity: receiving the public at the centre (responding to 
requests for information and advice) and carrying out 
specific local projects (targeting a specific audience that 
does not spontaneously apply to the EIC in order to 
increase its reach).

• Established four years ago, the Pays d’Aubagne et de 
l’Etoile EIC has provided personalized advice to more than 
2700 individuals and professionals and supplied 
information to more than 10,000 people (out of a 
population of around 100,000).

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ENERGY
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ALIMENTATION

The concept of the sustainable food is based on
a food diversified and accessible to all.
Respecting the nutritionals need of every
human beings, this food is produced in
some agricultural models which protect the
environment, the climate grounds, the
water, the natural and domestic
biodiversity, and respecting animals. It is
also based on sustainable agricultural
modes of production, protecting agricultural
job that’s fair for the producers and local
development.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

ALIMENTATION
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HOW TO ACT?

I prefer certified products, Organic Farming, or
coming from the fair trade to facilitate the
modes of productions that respect more the
environment and the social conditions. The
objective of the fair trade is in particular to
assure a more equal payment for producers’
work and for the disadvantaged craftsmen
and to guarantee the respect of the basic
rights of the people.

The organic farming establishes a way of
production that respect the natural
balances (absence of pesticides, of artificial
fertilizers, of omg) which requirements are
defined in the European regulations on the
organic farming.

ENVIRONMENT

ALIMENTATION

ENVIRONMENT

ALIMENTATION
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I choose the season products

They are more tasting, cheaper and they don’t need
of long transport/travel or heating greenhouses
or expensive energy.

I buy local product so to support a sustainable
development of my territory.

I participate to the protection of the biodiversity that
reflates the request of some products forgotten.

I respect food balance

I am the Councils of National plan, Nutrition Health
2006/2010 which recommend to increase the
consumption of fruits and vegetable, as well as
that of starchy foods and legumes, and to
decrease grease. The fight against the
cholesterol, the obesity and the other disorders
connected o our lifestyles is an objective of
public health but also a social and educational
financial stake

ENVIRONMENT

ALIMENTATION

ENVIRONMENT

ALIMENTATION
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MEETING WITH LOCAL STRUCTURES WORKING ON 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Interwies, questions, debat, sharing
documents and datas.



coherence
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GOOD PRACTICES TO REACH A SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT POST PETROLEUM 





SEED GUARDS NET

• RGS is a grassroots organization dedicated to promoting the

conservation and use of local seed varieties and associated
knowledge in Ecuador and southern Colombia. His interest is to
build comprehensive models of life, for it also work in agroecology,
natural building, food, solidarity economy, appropriate
technologies, among others.

• About 500 members and partners to exchange seeds and
knowledge within the network and the number keeps growing!



• More than 2,000 species / varieties of plants preserved and exchanged, at
last count approximate (January 2008).

• Publication of the journal ALLPA agroecology, seeds, food sovereignty and
appropriate technologies.

• Courses, workshops and conferences across the Tropical Andes
Ecoversidad.

• Technical and organizational support to individuals and groups interested
in the topics of seeds, agro-ecology / permaculture and sustainability in
general.



LUNAS BIOABSORBENTES

• Ecological sanitary napkins are cloth, mostly made of cotton (anti allergic).
They are reusable and biodegradable; a combination between the model
of modern towels and wipes homemade wings of grandmothers.

• Emerging as an alternative to industrialized and disposable towels apart
from containing substances toxic to the body are highly polluting. They
help us to have more contact with our body and female identity, opening
portals to self acceptance and appreciation of natural and healthy
behavior.





• Average woman daily use 4 towels during her period which lasts about 5 
days, 20 month towels she uses as a minimum, 240 in the year.

• Near 4 million Ecuadorians who live in cities and use disposable pads 
consume a total of 80 million towels per month nearly 1000 million  
towels in a year, and this is only in Ecuador.





• Of the 3000 million women who inhabit the planet they live in cities and
are between 11 and 50 years menstruating bone towels are used by 1800
million women, this means that each year in the world are thrown about
432 000 million towels to the trash, 13,699 are thrown every second. This
is a conservative figure as it does not take into account the rural
population who also often use this products.



http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_cdnyCjf1eUY/Sxk68b9o0oI/AAAAAAAAAK4/lbiEMIoAaks/s1600-h/cedatos.jpg










WOMEN’S ROL IN SD

• Traditionally, women have dealt with social reproduction, almost always
associated with less private space and benefited politically and
economically.

• The strictly biological (design and care), reproduction of welfare practices
(education, health, food, etc..)

• Reproduction of labor force (sexual division of labor).

• Social reproduction has been and remains essential to life itself, hence its
importance and potential to think when an alternative model of
development and in implementing sustainability.



• It would, therefore, not only look at the economic gaps of neoliberalism as
an economic and social development in the world, but to understand that
behind this practice and discourse so permeated in the global arena, there
is a wealth of values and practices that call into question, and a possible
way to do this is feminism, as a host of other dynamic organization of life
and society, beyond the gain, competitiveness, individualism and
unsustainable economic productivity.
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• The woman day celebrates its 100 years!

• In March 8th, 2010 (updated on March 10th, 2010) -
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

• On the occasion of the Woman day, on Tuesday, 
March 8th, 2010, Jean-Louis Borloo received eleven 
women engaged for the sustainable development.

• " All the studies show that the women are with the 
young generations, the most engaged in favour of 
the planet. They play a considerable role in the 
evolution of the behavior and the mentalities, 
whether it is for the work or for the house. With 
this lunch, I wanted to greet and to pay tribute to 
women who make a commitment, to the everyday 
life and often with courage, in favour of the planet 
and the future generations. It is also the way to 
recognize that at this beginning of 21th century, the 
woman is well and truly the future of the man ", 
declared Jean-Louis Borloo.

•

WOMEN AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
WOMEN AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
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• 11 women engaged for the sustainable 
development:

• Maïténa BIRABEN, presenter and producer of 
television, presented in particular in 2008 on 
the chain(channel) Planet, a magazine 
environment, Planet 2048, which imagines the 
planet in 40 years: the first 
broadcast(emission,issue) Green of 
anticipation.

• Catherine CHABAUD, sailor. Signatory of 
Nicolas Hulot's ecological Pact, her is in charge 
of a mission on the water sport and the 
sustainable development within the 
framework of Grains of the sea.

WOMEN AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
WOMEN AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
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• Yolaine of the BIGNE, journalist, 
threw(launched) in November, 2007 
Neoplanet, the 1st free magazine on the 
environment. In 2006, she(it) created Fêt Nat ', 
the party(holiday) of the nature and the 
ecology, and received in 2008 the trophy 
golden Women on 2008 (category 
Environment and quality of life).

• Cendrine DOMINGUEZ, presenter(driving 
force) and producer of television, 
threw(launched) in 2009 the Look-out 
post(Observatory) of the long-
lasting(sustainable) Housing environment. The 
national order of the Merit rewarded in 2009 
its action(share) in this domain.
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• Claire ESCRIVA, ecotoxicologist and 
environmental educator, based(established) in 
1998 Mediterranean Workshop(Studio) of the 
Environment, an association of raising 
awareness(sensitization) to the environmental 
protection. In 2007 she(it) created the label 
Green Lives to engage(start) establishments in an 
approach(initiative) of sustainable development, 
and received in 2009, of the Foundation Yves 
Rocher the 1st French price(prize) of the 
selection women's Earth in return for his 
action(share).

• Maud FONTENOY, sailor, vice-president of the 
Conservatoire du Littoral, created the Maud 
Fontenoy Fondation association for the 
protection(saving) of the oceans and the coast.
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• Sophie LIGER-TESSIER, director(manager) of 
the sustainable development in Medef, also 
based(established) SKL Councils(Advises), 
cabinet(office) of studies and 
advice(councils) in environment and 
sustainable development.

• Claire NOUVIAN, journalist, author and 
director of movies scientists, ambassadress 
of

• The UICN (international Union for the 
preservation of the nature), founder in 2004 
of the association Bloom for the protection 
of the oceans, the author of Of the book 
Abysses, she(it) was named(appointed) in 
2009 to the head of a mission to make 
sensitive the actors The actors of the 
peach(fishing) and the sea on the 
importance to protect endangered species 
by the deep peaches(fishing).
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• Patricia RICARD, president of the Oceanographic 
Institute Paul Ricard, who has for mission to 
study the sea and to make sensitive the public in 
his wealth and in its fragility. Since 1991, she(it) 
presides every Tuesday of The Environment, the 
monthly debate on the environment and the 
biodiversity. She also threw(launched) and 
livened up(led) several television programs 
around the ecology.

• Coline SERREAU, actress, director, scriptwriter 
and French composer, invites us, in her 
documentary movie local Solutions for a global 
disorder, which goes out in April, 2010, to 
discover new systems of agricultural production, 
practices which work, repair the damages and 
propose a life and a health improved by 
guaranteeing a long-lasting food safety.
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• Marion COTILLARD, actress, Greenpeace's
member(limb), WWF and of the foundation 
Hulot. In 2009, she(it) participated in 
particular in a song BEDS ARE BURNING 
message spread by KOFI ANNAN for the 
ecology, to mobility the community for the 
summit in Copenaghen.  She will produce a 
report for the deforestation in Amazzonia.
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Questions and thoughts

• Woman as the person that take care of the transmission of culture and 
education.

• She could be the promoter of a new change to protect our environment.

• After acquiring knowledge about what we are living (or distroying?) it’s 
impossible to not change in our little things…

• Sustainable development is RESPECT FOR OURSELVES AND THE OTHERS.



IMPOTANT QUESTIONS

• What will be the new energy sources?

• What will be the new world order in relation to the control of the energy 
market?

• Who will pay the costs of transition and who will be the benefits?

• What are the environmental and social impacts of new energy sources?
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